DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 803, s. 2016

TO : Chief – Curriculum Implementation Division
     Education Program Supervisors
     Public Schools District Supervisors
     Multigrade Teachers

FROM : DEE D. SILVA, DPA, CESO VI
       Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT : Knowledge Enhancement on Multigrade Instruction cum
          Learning Resource Orientation-Workshop for the Curriculum
          Implementers and Multigrade Teachers

DATE : December 21, 2016

1. Pursuant to Eduaction Act of 1982, this Division will conduct a Knowledge
   Enhancement on Multigrade Instruction cum Learning Resource Orientation-
   Workshop for the Curriculum Implementers and Multigrade Teachers on December
   28-29, 2016. The venue will be announced later.

2. The participants of this orientation-workshop are the Chief of the Curriculum
   Implementation Division, Education Program Supervisors, Public Schools
   District Supervisors and teachers from Multigrade Schools. They are required to
   bring laptop, extension wire, pocket WIFI and Curriculum Guide in all learning areas.

3. Transportation of the participants shall be charged against local funds subject to the
   usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

4. Immediate dissemination to all concerned is desired.